
Prestige Series

Standard Features
Reliability
The X40 Prestige Series has a 5-year full warranty. 
Unit Data
The clear acrylic panel is silk screened and computer engraved. The
rugged cast brushed aluminum trim plate (optional colors available) is
designed to fit integrally with a 20 gauge steel back box. Each unit
includes a bar hanger kit. 

Charger
Circuitry offers 120/277 volt input, fully automatic charger,
temperature compensated charger, sealed relay, low voltage battery
disconnect, and brownout protection.

Optional Features
Description Add Suffix
8" lettering for NYC code ..............................................................8
Special phrase engraved on panel.......................................Contact Factory

Dual circuit operation (AC-only) ................................................2CKT
Self testing/self diagnostic (self-powered only)............................D

Accessories (order as a separate item)
Two 27" adjustable bar hangers* ......................................................TBH
*Bar hangers supplied with unit, sold as replacement only.

X40 Prestige Series is designed for recessed
ceiling mounting applications requiring a flat
trim plate. Available in AC-Only and Self-Powered
models. For recessed wall mounted signs see
page 44-45.
UL Listed
UL listed to standard 924
Light Sources
•  LED, Light Emitting Diodes
Sealed Maintenance-Free Batteries
• Nickel Cadmium 

Outline and Dimensions
Dimensions are approximate and subject to change.

How To Order (example)

Premium Die Cast 
Flat Trim Plate 
Edge-Lit Exit Sign

W
Trim Plate Color 

Blank = Brushed aluminum 
other colors available see

optional features
B = Black
W = White

BR = Dark bronze
PB = Polished brass

CH = Chrome

LSNX
Model 

LX = AC-only  
LSNX = Self-powered

42
Number of faces 
42 = Single face 

43 = Double face 

RC
Letter/background colors 

RC* = Red on clear 
RW = Red on white 
RM = Red on mirror 
GC* = Green on clear 
GW = Green on white 
GM = Green on mirror
*Available single face only

AR
Arrow designation
Blank = No arrow 
AR = Arrow right
AL = Arrow left

DA = Double arrow
ARL = Arrow right and left, 

used on double face signs with 
one arrow on each side

D
Options

See optional
features

Advanced Optical Technique
The Prestige Series is designed to achieve superior visual clarity and
performance with an LED light Source.
• Two rows of high brightness LEDs transmit light directly into both 

ends of a unique U-shaped panel. 
• Virgin acrylic panel provides optimum light transmission.
• LED sensitive inks are formulated to provide a rich color in red 

or green.
• Computer engraving is used to crisply define each letter 

and chevron.
• Choice of legend background includes: Clear (for single face), 

White or Mirror (for single or double face signs).
• Illumination is 100% in both AC and the emergency mode.

LED Light Source Benefits
Low Energy Consumption:  LED lamps consume only 3 watts, per
sign, single or double face. 

No Maintenance Cost: Long life LED’s eliminate twice-a-year
relamping typical of incandescent lamps.

Reliability: Prestige LED Series signs are unaffected by the
vibrations, ambient temperature swings and typical power surges
detrimental to standard exit light sources. 

Ceiling
Mount

Trim plate: 16”L  X  4”W
Faceplate: 13”L  X  7 5/8”H 
(faceplate height is measured from the
bottom of the plate to the ceiling, including
trim plate depth.)
Recessed Back Box: 15”L  X  3 3/8”W
X  3 3/4”D
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